it is not a question of introducing a historical explanation which is stuck on to the work from the outside. On the contrary, [there is] a sort of splitting within the work: this division is its unconscious, in so far as it possesses onethe unconscious which is history, the play of history beyond its edges, encroaching on those edges: this is why it is possible to trace the path which leads from the haunted work to that which haunts it. Once again it is not a question of redoubling the work with an unconscious, but a question of revealing in the very gestures of expression that which it is not. Then, the reverse side of what is written will be history itself.
The speech of the book comes from a certain silence.
Pierre Macherey 1
Textual strategies
Given the importance for the world depicted in Mansfield Park (1814) of various forms of propriety (social, moral, sexual, linguistic), it should not be surprising to find the textual operations of Jane Austen's novel themselves marked by a certain concern with right conduct.
The nature of such textual propriety can be gleaned by considering the point at which it is fleetingly disrupted, during a conversation (in volume 2, chapter 3) between Fanny Price, the novel's heroine, 'But I do talk to him more than I used. I am sure I do. Did not you hear me ask him about the slave trade last night?' 'I did -and was in hopes the question would be followed up by others. It would have pleased your uncle to be inquired of farther.' 'And I longed to do it -but there was such a dead silence! And while my cousins were sitting by without speaking a word, or seeming at all interested in the subject, I did not like -I thought it would appear as if I wanted to set myself off at their expense, by shewing a curiosity and pleasure in his information which he must wish his own daughters to feel.' (MP, p. 178) Edmund's conviction that Fanny's uncle would have been 'pleased' to have been 'inquired of farther' on the 'question' of the 'slave trade' is itself questionable: Sir Thomas is not only a domestic and patriarchal master, but also a colonial one. He possesses slave-worked plantations in Antigua, from which, at this juncture, he has just returned after a lengthy absence occasioned by the need to resolve the economic crisis that 'unsettle[s)' 'a large part of his income' (MP, p. 32). What is significant about this particular textual moment is its relation to Mansfield Park as a whole. Even as Fanny recalls how her non-pursuit of the 'subject' of slavery had been based on anxieties about breaching social decorum -that she might thereby favourably 'set [her]self off' against Sir Thomas's daughters, Maria and Julia -the text itself appears simultaneously to be breaking its own codes of conduct. Throughout Mansfield Park there are recurrent allusions -albeit strikingly sparing ones -to the existence, and importance, of the economic links between the novel's eponymous world and Antigua. Yet at no other point does Austen's text refer overtly to the realities of colonialism and slave oppression, which not only define the early nineteenth-century period in which the novel is set and published but also form the source of the wealth and privilege enjoyed by the inhabitants of Mansfield Park itself. As Fanny's conversation with Edmund by default suggests, proper textual conduct would thus seem, for Austen's text, to consist, typically, in a refusal properly to name the truths of its own historical moment. :l
